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Introduction 
With the release of the full text1 of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), America 
now has an important—and extensive—opportunity to review the agreement’s 
actual terms. Critics are certain to reprise old arguments, including those that 
blame trade for economic disruptions whose origins often lie elsewhere. And 
they’ll offer newer criticisms, including the claim that TPP isn’t really about trade 
or cutting tariffs but, rather, is a scheme to advance the agenda of large multina-
tional corporations.2 
 
This latest charge will likely be news to the hundreds of thousands of small and 
mid-sized American firms that currently export—and the growing numbers of 
small entrepreneurs who are seeking greater opportunity through trade. Ameri-
ca’s smaller exporters will note that the TPP has made small business trade a key 
point of emphasis, and that it includes groundbreaking provisions to boost their 
ability to export to key TPP markets.  
 
Increasing exports by U.S. small business can also be a vital opportunity to pro-
mote stronger—and more inclusive—economic growth. Small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) that export have higher sales, hire more employees, and pay 
higher wages than non-exporting SMEs.3 And because exporters account for only 
about one percent of all U.S. SMEs, America has significant untapped potential to 
support growth, good jobs, and economic mobility through increased small busi-
ness trade.4  
 
But to meet this potential, it’s vital for the United States to reduce the extensive 
and onerous foreign trade barriers that often keep SME traders on the sidelines. 
High duties and costs, customs red tape, unnecessarily complex regulations, and 
other barriers negatively impact American exporters of all sizes, but they can 
loom particularly large for small entrepreneurs that lack the resources, personnel, 
contacts, and extensive support networks of bigger competitors.5 
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In this policy brief, we first review the TPP agreement and explain how it would 
eliminate significant trade barriers to U.S. small business and enable more Amer-
ican SMEs to prosper by exporting to fast-growing Asia-Pacific markets. We then 
highlight how the TPP’s support for small business trade can play a vital, broader 
role, helping to boost the overall economy and “democratizing” trade by assuring 
that trade’s significant benefits are shared more widely by more Americans. 
 

Small Business as a Key TPP Priority  
The Trans-Pacific Partnership would promote more open trade, greater economic 
opportunity, and higher standards in 12 countries6 accounting for almost 40 per-
cent of the global economy.7 Early in the TPP talks, the negotiators identified 
small business trade as a high-priority, “crosscutting” issue that they would ad-
dress on a comprehensive basis.8 The final TPP text reflects this important com-
mitment to SMEs in three key ways: 
 
First, the TPP contains—for the first time in any U.S. trade deal—a specific chap-
ter dedicated to the concerns of small and medium-sized enterprises. Among oth-
er things, this chapter establishes a permanent TPP Small and Medium-Sized En-
terprises Committee that would, on an ongoing basis, review how smaller firms 
are using the TPP, consider further reforms to assist SMEs, and oversee future 
cooperation on important small business trade concerns like export counseling 
and trade finance.9 
 
Second, many other provisions of the TPP—including the chapters on customs 
administration and electronic commerce—establish requirements that address 
specific concerns of SME exporters.10 And the TPP’s chapters on competitiveness 
and development make promoting and enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs 
(as well as business opportunities for micro-enterprises and women) key priori-
ties for ongoing collaboration among TPP countries.11 
 
Finally, the TPP would boost small business exports by clearing away a wide array 
of trade barriers that confront American traders of all sizes. Eliminating high du-
ties, cutting customs red tape, and making rules and procedures more consistent 
and transparent would be especially welcome to America’s small exporters, for 
whom these and other trade barriers can pose particular challenges.12 
 

How the TPP Helps Small Business Traders 
Many American small businesses that sell internationally—and many others that 
want to—understand that comprehensive trade deals like TPP can play an im-
portant role in opening new export opportunities in key foreign markets.13 But 
most small entrepreneurs are too busy running their companies to parse the de-
tailed text of a complex, 30-chapter trade agreement. Instead, they have practical 
questions about how the TPP would help them and other small traders succeed in 
foreign markets. These questions include: 
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Smaller exporters often 

lack the resources to 

travel extensively, hire 

foreign representatives 

and advisors, or open 

international offices. 

 

• How would TPP help my business better connect with foreign markets 
and customers? 

• How would TPP help my business better compete for international busi-
ness? 

• How would TPP help assure that my business can close international 
sales? 

 
We highlight below some of the most significant ways that TPP would help ad-
dress these key practical concerns for America’s small exporters. 
  
Connecting with Markets and Customers 
Unlike large, deep-pocketed companies, smaller exporters often lack the re-
sources to travel extensively, hire foreign representatives and advisors, or open 
international offices. It’s not surprising, therefore, that surveys of U.S. SME ex-
porters show that these traders often have particular difficulties in connecting 
with foreign markets, locating prospects and foreign partners, and obtaining 
practical information on foreign trading requirements.14  
 
As PPI has detailed in our recent report, The Digital Opportunity: Democratizing 
Trade for the 99 Percent, the Internet and the growth of digitally enabled trade 
are rapidly leveling the playing field for smaller exporters—very significantly re-
ducing the cost and hassle of finding and engaging with foreign partners, pro-
spects, and customers.15 As a result, small entrepreneurs that sell on the Internet 
can be prolific exporters. An astounding 97 percent of eBay’s commercial sellers, 
for example, are exporters, and 81 percent sell to five or more countries.16 
 
A number of key TPP provisions would further support digital trade—and other 
vital trade connections—for smaller American firms. 
 
Digital Connections. An open, global Internet is vital for assuring that the digi-
tal revolution in trade can continue to empower America’s smaller traders. The 
TPP includes important provisions that ensure cross-border data flows among 
TPP member countries, consistent with each country’s legitimate interest in pro-
tecting privacy. The TPP would also restrict “data localization” and similar rules 
that can raise costs and reduce market access for small traders by mandating that 
businesses locate servers and other digital infrastructure in foreign markets.17  
 
The TPP would also enhance the ability of SMEs to connect globally through e-
commerce by:  

• prohibiting governments from imposing customs duties on electronic 
transmissions; 

• providing for electronic authentication and signatures in e-commerce 
transactions; 

• requiring TPP members to enact consumer protection laws against online 
fraud;  
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• requiring TPP members to enact privacy protections for on-line consum-
ers; and 

• encouraging electronic trade transactions, such as the use of electronic 
customs forms.18  

 
Connecting to Market Information. The TPP would also leverage the power 
of the Internet to connect small traders to practical information on selling into 
TPP markets. Small exporters—who often lack the resources to hire foreign law-
yers or consultants—report that they face particular burdens in understanding 
foreign commercial rules and the detailed requirements of trade agreements. In 
response, the TPP’s small business chapter includes a requirement that TPP coun-
tries establish user-friendly digital portals to provide small traders with easily 
accessible information on the TPP and how SMEs can benefit from it, as well as 
information on intellectual property rights and rules relating to topics including 
foreign investment, business registration, employment regulation, and tax re-
quirements.19  
 
Supply Chain Connections. Many American SMEs don’t export directly, but 
participate in international commerce by selling goods and services to the supply 
chains of larger firms.20 The TPP would enhance the ability of these small firms to 
sell to supply chains throughout the TPP region. It would, for example, establish 
common rules of origin for TPP products and components and a TPP-wide system 
for verifying that goods meet these rules.21 The TPP’s Committee on Competitive-
ness and Business Facilitation would also regularly consider additional ways to 
boost the participation of SMEs in TPP supply chains.22  
 
Competing for Business 
America’s small and mid-sized exporters are often shut out of TPP markets by 
tariff and nontariff trade barriers that can significantly sap their ability to com-
pete.23 
 
Slashing Tariff Barriers to SME Exports. High foreign tariffs are a burden 
for all U.S. exporters, but can often have a disproportionate impact on America’s 
small traders. Surveys show that SMEs are more likely than larger firms to see 
foreign import taxes as a serious barrier to their exports. Because smaller U.S. 
firms often export in sectors with higher global tariffs—like apparel and processed 
foods—they pay higher tariffs on average.24 And, unlike some larger businesses, 
most small entrepreneurs can’t overcome high tariffs by setting up production in 
foreign markets.  
 
Foreign import duties hinder exports by U.S. SMEs to many TPP markets. TPP 
countries often impose especially high duties on top export products for Ameri-
ca’s smaller firms, including chemicals (up to 35 percent), consumer goods (up to 
70 percent), machinery (up to 70 percent), footwear and apparel (up to 100 per-
cent), information technology products (up to 35 percent), and fresh fruit (up to 
40 percent).25  
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The TPP would boost 

the competitiveness of 

U.S. exporters by 

slashing some 18,000 

foreign import taxes, 

and many of these cuts 

would significantly help 

American SMEs. 

 

With the rapid proliferation of tariff-cutting trade agreements in the Asia-Pacific 
region, America’s small traders are also increasingly losing out in TPP markets to 
competitors from third countries—including China—that have better tariff deals.26 
America’s small and mid-sized wine producers, for instance, face duties as high a 
55 percent in TPP countries, while wineries in Chile—which already has a trade 
agreement with every other TPP member27—are becoming increasingly competi-
tive as tariffs on Chilean wine are being phased out and eliminated.28 
 
The TPP would boost the competitiveness of U.S. exporters by slashing some 
18,000 foreign import taxes, and many of these cuts would significantly help 
American SMEs. Most tariffs on industrial goods would be eliminated immediate-
ly, while tariffs, quotas, and other restrictive policies on farm goods would be 
eliminated or reduced significantly.29  
 
TPP’s Foreign Tariffs Cuts Would Boost SME Exporters Nationwide30 

The TPP’s thousands of cuts to foreign tariffs include many that would help SMEs 
throughout the United States make and expand export sales in lucrative TPP 
markets. SMEs that could benefit include: 

• Jewelry makers in Hawaii and Louisiana whose exports can be 
tarnished by 30 percent TPP duties 

• Cherry growers in Oregon and Washington now jammed by top TPP 
tariffs of up to 20 percent 

• Maine lobstermen and Maryland crabbers whose sales can be sunk by 
TPP taxes up to 34 percent 

• Craft brewers in Colorado and Delaware whose suds are slapped with 
top TPP duties of 47 percent  

• BBQ masters in Missouri and North Carolina whose sauces are 
zinged by duties up to 30 percent 

• Chocolate makers in Vermont whose trade can be soured by TPP 
 tariffs of up to 30 percent 

 
Reducing Nontariff Burdens on SME Traders. Nontariff barriers, includ-
ing excessive and unnecessary testing, certification, licensing, and paperwork re-
quirements, can also place significant—and often disproportionate—burdens on 
smaller exporters.  
 
Complying with foreign regulations and standards can frequently result in signifi-
cant fixed costs. These high costs can especially harm the competitiveness of 
small traders because, unlike larger exporters, SMEs can’t spread these expense 
burdens over large export volumes. Additionally, complying with a proliferation 
of different national technical and regulatory standards can be overwhelming for 
smaller traders, many of whom often have a single person responsible for export-
ing and regulatory compliance—along with other important duties.31 For example, 
small U.S. exporters of high quality fruits and vegetables to key TPP markets must 
often pay high fixed costs for lab tests and certifications that can be duplicative or 
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unnecessary, and frequently have to maintain separate fields of crops tailored to 
different foreign regulatory requirements, including standards that can be incon-
sistent with international scientific norms.32  
 
Restrictive rules in Canada, Malaysia, Peru, and other TPP countries can also lim-
it smaller U.S. service providers—including professionals like accountants, archi-
tects, and engineers—from exporting their services. Foreign nationality, residen-
cy, and licensing rules can, for example, have disparate impacts on SMEs that 
provide services from the United States, rather than through foreign offices 
staffed with local professionals.33 And small American entrepreneurs with an in-
novative product or idea are often dissuaded from exporting to TPP markets by 
the high cost—and ineffectiveness—of foreign intellectual property protection.34 
 
The TPP would help clear away nontariff burdens for smaller exporters in im-
portant ways.35 It would, for example: 

• promote transparent, science-based regulatory approaches;36  
• reduce multiple and unnecessary testing (and other “conformity assess-

ment” procedures) by facilitating the acceptance by TPP countries of test 
results from testing bodies in other TPP countries;37 

• include annexes that would establish common TPP regulatory approaches 
to key export products for SMEs, including wine and spirits, information 
and communications technology products, medical devices, prepared 
foods, and organic farm products;38 

• include an annex promoting common approaches to professional licens-
ing;39 and  

• help innovative small businesses by making it easier to search, register, 
and protect intellectual property rights in TPP markets.40  

 
Completing Sales 
Finally, for America’s small exporters to benefit from international trade, SMEs 
must be able to complete their sales. That means that products must clear cus-
toms and be delivered to the customer, and exporters must be paid—all in an effi-
cient and timely manner. 
 
Completing international sales can be a particular problem for SME exporters. 
Surveys of SME manufacturers that export show that that significant majorities 
confront burdens posed by transportation and shipping costs (88 percent), cus-
toms procedures (72 percent), and problems in receiving and processing pay-
ments (68 percent).41 Customs barriers can include, for instance, a lack of trans-
parent information on customs requirements; complex border procedures; and 
different national rules for documentation, country of origin, and other require-
ments. And impediments to express delivery services—an essential channel for 
many small exporters—can significantly increase delivery costs and delays for 
smaller entrepreneurs.42 
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By eliminating           

significant barriers to 

trade in the region, the 

TPP would open new 

and expanded export 

opportunities for    

America’s smaller   

traders in growing TPP 

markets. 

 

Customs and Delivery: The Weak Links in Small Business Exports 

According to a recent eBay study, “[t]he digital economy has really opened up the 
world to SMEs, and SMEs are really taking advantage of that opportunity. But 
shipping and logistics continues to be the biggest single pain point they face.”43  
 
Alex Luk is the founder of Kings Marketing International, a five-employee Miami 
trading firm that exports a wide variety of American-made goods to Vietnam, Ma-
laysia, Singapore, and Japan. Mr. Luk notes that foreign authorities often resort to 
“very restrictive customs procedures designed to discourage imports” and can 
demand so much paperwork “that it is impossible to comply.”44 

 
The TPP’s chapter on Customs Administration and Trade Facilitation would sig-
nificantly improve the speed and efficiency of small business exporting to TPP 
markets.45 It would, for example, require: 

• transparent customs rules and published laws and procedures; 
• prompt release of shipments without waiting for decisions on applicable 

duties and fees; 
• advance customs valuation rulings to make trade more predictable; 
• expedited customs procedures for express shipments; and  
• common commitments and performance standards for key customs is-

sues, including automation, risk management, and minimum times for 
goods clearance.46  

 
The TPP’s digital commerce provisions would further expedite customs pro-
cessing for SMEs through the greater use of electronic forms and paperless trans-
actions.47 And the TPP would especially help the growing numbers of small entre-
preneurs that export via e-commerce platforms by requiring:  

• consumer and privacy protections for online sales;48  
• modern rules for electronic signatures;49 and  
• acceptance of electronic payment and debit systems, subject to normal 

prudential and consumer protection rules.50  
 
These reforms would give smaller sellers much greater assurance that they’ll be 
paid for foreign sales, while boosting the confidence of global consumers in the 
security of online transactions, especially with small traders. 
 
Boosting the Bottom Line for America’s Small Exporters 
America’s small and mid-sized exporters already export some $180 billion in 
goods annually to TPP countries, accounting for about 10 percent of America’s 
worldwide goods exports.51 By eliminating significant barriers to trade in the re-
gion, the TPP would open new and expanded export opportunities for America’s 
smaller traders in growing TPP markets.  
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It’s estimated, for example, that Asia will have some 3.2 billion middle class con-
sumers by 2030—roughly ten times the projected size of North America’s middle 
class in that year.52 The TPP would give America’s small traders a critical foothold 
in this huge and fast-growing market, which increasingly wants to buy the goods 
and services that America has to sell.53 And the TPP’s groundbreaking focus on 
small business and digital trade could set important precedents for other major 
trade initiatives—including the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership—
creating even greater export prospects for American SMEs. 
 
Continuing this growth will also require ongoing work. The United States and its 
TPP partners can further boost SME trade by pursuing additional initiatives iden-
tified in the TPP, including making trade finance more readily available for SMEs 
and substantially increasing national “de minimis” thresholds for low-value 
shipments that are exempt from customs duties and subject to fewer administra-
tive requirements.54 
 

How Small Business Trade Helps the  
Broader Economy 
Boosting small business exports through agreements like the TPP not only helps 
America’s smaller firms to prosper, but can pay important dividends for the 
broader economy, as well.  
 
Of America’s 300,000 exporters, 98 percent are small and mid-sized firms, and 
SME exports account for 35 percent of America’s export revenue.55 As economic 
contributors, SME exporters punch well above their weight. Numerous studies 
show that small and medium-sized enterprises that export have higher sales, are 
more productive and resilient, hire more employees, and pay higher wages than 
non-exporting SMEs.56 Smaller exporters also support good jobs in both up-
stream and downstream businesses, and contribute significantly to innovation 
and productivity in the overall economy.57  
 
At the same time, the United States has tremendous untapped potential to in-
crease SME exports with the help of high-standard trade deals like the TPP.58  
 
Exporting SMEs account for only about one percent of America’s 29 million SMEs 
and about five percent of America’s six million employment-providing SMEs. Of 
those SMEs that export, most ship to only one country. Smaller firms export at 
much higher rates in economies like South Korea (19 percent) and the European 
Union (25 percent).59 Even accounting for America’s large domestic market, 
America’s SME exports clearly have considerable room to do much better.60  
 
Recent surveys show a significant uptick in U.S. SMEs that are interested in ex-
porting. And analysts note that American small business exports are “poised to 
grow, possibly dramatically.”61 This would be welcome news to an American 
economy seeking new sources of good jobs and sustained economic growth. 
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Growing and diversify-

ing the pool of small 

business exporters 

would also support 

more, higher-paying 

jobs for a wider group 

of workers. 

America’s Small Business Are Increasingly Looking to Export 

By eliminating trade barriers and smoothing the way for expanded small business 
exports, the TPP could help build upon the growing interest among America’s 
SMEs in selling to global markets. According to surveys, three-quarters of SME 
exporters are looking to expand their overseas sales, while almost a quarter of 
non-exporting SMEs want to start exporting.62 In a 2013 survey, 63 percent of 
non-exporting small businesses expressed interest in selling to foreign custom-
ers, up from 43 percent in 2010.63 

 

How Small Business Trade Supports More  
Inclusive Growth 
By increasing export opportunities for America’s small businesses and entrepre-
neurs, high-standard agreements like TPP can also help “democratize” trade and 
spread trade’s benefits more broadly. 
 
Small and entrepreneurial firms play an outsized role in U.S. job creation and 
economic opportunity. In recent decades, for example, small businesses have ac-
counted for some two-thirds of America’s net new jobs.64 The United States also 
has one of the highest rates of entrepreneurship in the developed world. American 
entrepreneurship not only drives growth, jobs, and innovation, but can also be a 
critical conduit for greater economic mobility and inclusiveness—especially if pre-
viously marginalized people and groups have new opportunities to get into the 
game.65  
 
Increasing small business participation in trade can provide such an opportunity. 
 
As detailed in our recent report, the digital revolution in trade is slashing trade 
costs and rapidly “democratizing” trade—empowering individuals, entrepreneurs, 
and small businesses of all types and backgrounds to become exporters.66 The 
TPP would accelerate this trend and play a significant role in boosting SME ex-
ports to growing TPP markets. 
 
Expanding opportunities for small business exporters could enable a broader—
and more diverse—group of American small business owners to share in the high-
er returns that trade can generate. By reducing barriers to key Asian and Latin 
American export destinations, for example, the TPP would provide particular op-
portunities for Asian-American and Hispanic-owned exporters, whose U.S. export 
sales and operations are often highly concentrated in these markets.67  
 
Growing and diversifying the pool of small business exporters would also support 
more, higher-paying jobs for a wider group of workers. The average women-
owned exporting firm, for example, employs over five times more workers and 
pays an average salary almost $17,000 higher than non-exporting firms owned by 
women. Similarly, compared with their non-exporting counterparts, minority-
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owned exporters average three times more workers, and pay a wage premium of 
nearly $16,000. 
 
Average Employment and Average Salary for Exporting vs. Non-
Exporting Firms: Women- and Minority-Owned Firms68 

Ownership Exporting Firms Non-Exporting Firms 
 Employees (#) Salary ($) Employees (#)  Salary ($) 

Women-Owned 42 42,553 8 25,682 
Minority-Owned 21 42,899 7 27,292 
 
The TPP and its focus on digitally enabled trade can also help support greater 
trade participation among America’s younger, more globally oriented small busi-
ness owners. Three-quarters of U.S. entrepreneurs between 18 and 34, for exam-
ple, already use the Internet to sell products and services, making them prime 
candidates to take their business global through e-commerce.69  
 
Finally, expanding export opportunities for America’s smaller firms and their 
workers can create a virtuous cycle that continues to bring more SMEs into ex-
porting. Research shows that exporters can play a powerful role in transferring 
the knowledge, skills, and confidence that non-exporters need to begin export-
ing.70  
 

Conclusion 
The TPP’s groundbreaking provisions on small business and e-commerce—along 
with thousands of cuts in foreign tariffs and key reductions in nontariff barriers—
would enable more of America’s smaller exporters to compete and win in growing 
markets around the Pacific Rim. And, because small firms that export are eco-
nomic powerhouses, these exports would boost America’s economy and support 
greater opportunity—and more and better-paying jobs—for a wider group of 
Americans. 
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